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Rhiss Interior leaves no detail unturned 
to create a home where colour, texture 
and lighting form a rich visual display.
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TexT by LiLian Wu
PhoTograPhy by EdWard HEndricks

They say that clothes maketh the man, but for a house, it’s the choice 
of furniture and attention to detail that make the home. here in this 
terrace house located at Springside avenue, John Kow from rhiss Interior 
demonstrates this very insight in his intrepid use of textures, materials 
and striking pieces to create an appealing visual effect.
 
An ElEgAnt ProfilE
The curvaceous sofa that stretches across the living room draws your eyes 
to it the minute you enter the living area. To enrich the area’s sophisticated 
profile, John fashioned the television feature wall from marble. he then 
introduced dark panels treated with sparkly spray paint and warm lighting 
to counter the coolness of the marble finish. even the wall adjacent to the 
front door, built with meticulous consideration for fengshui principles,  
is not left bare, but dressed in a wallpaper that flows with the entire 
concept. overhead, a drop ceiling enhances the height of the space,  
while the warm lighting washes the space with a cocooning feel. 
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The dry kitchen and dining area are just as embellished. here, what 
looks like a steel panel is actually an artistic display of sixteen tiles. 
given depth with warm lighting, the open-concept kitchen exudes a 
comfy yet classy air that is far from the popular bright and white kitchen. 
The kitchen counter, topped off with marble, smoothly divides the space. 
It also sits alongside a row of tall mirrors. “The original structure pillar 
was quite unsightly,” says John. “So I built another four small pillars 
beside it and fixed mirrors onto them.” 

In the dining area, the choice of furniture keeps the space visually light. 
but that’s a deliberate move to balance the heavy vertical slats in black 
that enclose the staircase. a striking chandelier tops the dining area as 
a surprising finishing touch. 

StAr QuAlity 
In the private spaces, the mood takes a dramatic turn. John constructed 
a full-height padded headboard in velvet to pull different elements 
together. Cove lighting overhead and both under the bed and curvy 
platform – in purple carpeting, no less – further brings out the textures 
within the space. Finally, similar lights in strategic locations open up the 
space, creating the visual trick of a much larger space. 
 
While colours, textures and lighting are key in the rest of the home, it 
is in the entertainment room that these are fully embraced. Lighting, 
mod curves and a brave juxtaposition of wallpaper patterns are melded 
together. Last but not least, a circular feature further ups the ante, 
turning out an alternate universe that draws you into the world of 
showbiz and cyber adventures. 

While colours, textures and lighting 
are key in the rest of the home,  
it is in the entertainment room that 
these are fully embraced.


